Your Partner WMD

WMD xSuite® makes us the right
partner for you!

The WMD xSuite® offers you advantageous solutions for optimizing
your critical business processes
Our xSuite portfolio includes workflow solution packages with best practices that apply both across ERP systems and specifically to SAP ERP. WMD
has expanded its product portfolio. Its classical on-premises solutions are
now supplemented with services in the cloud.
WMD xSuite combines a generic platform with predefined workflows for
document-based business processes. Reputable clients from mid-sized and
large companies come to WMD for xSuite solutions that cover key operations— to name just a few, xFlow Invoice for verifying vendor invoices, xFlow
Procurement for simplifying the procurement process, and xFlow Orders
for processing customer orders.
The key benefits in the functionality of our software are derived from the
use of a core cross-process component ensuring centralized administration.
A unified user interface for different business processes simplifies work for
end users. Those who work with xFlow Invoice can adapt themselves to
xFlow Procurement and other WMD solutions more easily.
> At WMD, we treat your business processes as a whole.

Your Benefits – An Overview
• The WMD xSuite offers end-to-end
solutions and best practices
• When you speak to us, you are
speaking directly to the developer of
your software
• Our customers are important to us
• When you have a request, we respond
with speed and flexibility
• We always treat your business process
as a whole
• By opting for us, you are opting for
experience and expertise
• We have well-known reference
customers
• We are a profitable and expanding
business
• We offer our customers regular events
that are highly informative
• WMD is an official SAP Silver Partner
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When you speak to us, you are
speaking directly to the developer
of your software
We respond promptly to our customers’ demands and requests.
Regular client contact and customer surveys ensure that new
requirements are incorporated
directly into product development.
With the software support we offer,
you will benefit from regular product
innovations. Exchange with our
clients continually results in useful
new applications and features. WMD
responses to client suggestions
include such features as the Vendor
Portal, the integration of data
extraction into SAP, and Web access
on mobile devices.
> When you have a request, we
respond with speed and flexibility.
Our customers are important to us
The annual WMD USER FORUM
provides a relaxed atmosphere where
clients, suppliers, partners, and
WMD’s team of experts can engage
in exchange. It’s an opportunity
to get first-hand information on
all the innovations that are being
incorporated into WMD products.
Around 500 participants regularly
benefit from the networking
opportunities and productive
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exchange at the User Forum. For
clients with special requirements,
we also arrange special events—we
can visit you at your company to
dialog directly with representatives
from different countries and convey
information in person. Also, we
introduce potential customers to
the benefits and added value of
xSuite by putting on roadshows with
reference customers.
> Become a customer and join us at
the next WMD USER FORUM.
By opting for us, you are opting for
experience and expertise
Quality is top priority at WMD. A
motivated team of developers, a
resourceful support staff, a dedicated
product management team,
experienced consultants in processes
and project implementation, and a
separate team for project-oriented
quality management—we’re all
committed to completing your
project on time and in budget.
WMD xSuite is flexible
With WMD xSuite, you can easily
target your individual requirements.
Company processes tend to change.
xSuite’s great flexibility makes it
easy for you to adapt quickly to new
decisions and changes.
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WMD is a certified partner
WMD is an official SAP Silver Partner
and a certified partner of well-known
developers of ECM products. Our
cooperation with these companies is
based on mutual trust. In the case of
SAP, it is reflected in our adherence
to SAP certification requirements, as
well as in the constant training and
development of our staff.
We are a profitable and expanding
business
WMD has been operating in this
market successfully since 1994
and has 180 employees working at
its business locations in Germany,
Scandinavia, Benelux, Great Britain,
Spain, Slovakia, Singapore, and the
U.S.A.

